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PREFACE

This report documents liquid low-level waste (LLLW) generation from 1986

through mid-1990. The report was written and submitted in draft form in 1990;

however, it was not published in final form. Information contained within the report is

accurate for the time it was written; however, several changes have been incurred in

the LLLW system since that time. The report has not been updated to reflect these

changes but is submitted as is to serve as a companion to report ORNI.Ff'MJ12638,

Liquid Low-Level Waste Generation Projections for ORNL in 1993, which summarizes

LLLW generation from 1990 through 1993.

ix



PRHLIM/NARY ANALYSIS OF THE ORNL LIQUID
LOW-_ WASTE SYSTHM

T. J. ,abraham
- S.M. DePaoli

A. B. Walker
S. M. Robinson

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this report is to summarize the status of the Liquid Low-Level

Waste (LLLW) Systems Analysis project. The focus of this project has been to collect

and tabulate data concerning the LLLW system, analyze the current LLLW system

operation, and develop the information necessary for the development of long-term

treatment options for the LLLW generated at ORNL

The data used in this report were collected through a survey of Oak Ridge

National Laboratory (ORNL) literature, various letter reports, and a survey of all

. current LLLW generators. These data are also being compiled in a user friendly

database for ORNL-wide distribution. The database will allow the quick retrieval of all

information collected on the ORNL LLLW system and will greatly benefit any LLLW

analysis effort. This report summarizes the results for the analyses performed to date

on the LLLW system.

2. LLLW SYSTEM DATABASE

A database has been developed in DBASE HI+ to store, retrieve, and analyze

information concerning the LLLW system at ORNL. Menus are being written to

enable people who are unfamiliar with DBASE to use the database. When completed,

the database will be accessible through a user friendly software program that will not

require the presence of DBASE on the personal computer.

The structure of the database has been previously summarized in a letter report

- to C. H. Brown, Jr., entitled "Compilation of LLLW Systems Data," dated March 31,

1989. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the menu-driven software that will enable

users to retrieve data.
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Information contained in the database includes (I) LLLW generator (source)

. information, (2) LLLW collection tank data, (3) evaporator/evaporation data, and (4)

LLLW concentrate data. Some analysis of the data will be included as an option from

the main menu. These data, in addition to being accessible as a database, are

summarized in the following sections of this report. The data have been extensively

analyzed, and this analysis produced the input for this report.

2.1 12[2LWGHNHRATOR (SOURCE) INFORMATION

Generator information has been obtained through the help of the Liquid

Generation Certification Officials (LGCOs), who were appointed by their divisions to

provide data concerning liquid wastes (low-level and process) generated in their

particular area. The information from the LGCOs contained in the database includes

estimated LLLW generation volumes, waste contaminants (chemical and radioactive),

predictions of future waste generation, and waste pretreatment steps currently in use, if

any. General descriptions of the activities performed in the areas are also included.

Table 1 compares the 1988 dilute LLLW generation rates as reported by the

Liquid and Gaseous Waste Group in the Environmental and Health Protection

(E&HP) Division vs those estimated rates as provided by LC_Os. In addition, the

amount of rainwater collected in tanks that were identified as being significantly

influenced by rainfall (Sect. 4.2) are included. As Table 1 demonstrates, the total

monthly volume generation rates compare very favorably, particularly when rainfall

influence is taken into account. This information, with estimates of radioactive and

other contaminates provided by the LGCOs as well as direct sampling data, has been

used to construct a mass balance of the LLW system. This mass balance is presented

in Chap. 7.

2.2 LLLW COLLECIION TANK DATA

Daily LLLW collection volume data have been obtained from the weekly

summary reports distributed by the Liquid and Gaseous Waste Operations Group of

the E&HP Division and are included in the database. These reports were first

distn'buted in 1986, and all reports have been entered into the database. The levels in



Table I. 1988 LLLW generation rates: Liquid and Gaseous Waste _tions
(WOCC datavsgeneratorestimates

1988 Generator- Rainfall
monthly estimated collection for

average per monthly specific tanks
Building/area served Tank WOCC (gal) average (gal) (gal/month) b

, i s,, , i , ,,i ,, ,,i , , i

Isotope area" WC-10 1,611 861
3039 stack area W-22 3,275 3,275
Reactors WC-19 1,378 1,062 829
Abandoned W-1A 1,161 0 2,394

Bldg. 2026 2026 84 1
Bldgs. 4500N, 4505, 4507 WC-11 594 0 346
Bldgs. 4505, 4507 WC-12 180 130
Bldgs. 4500N, 45008, 4501, WC-13 667 121
4508
Bldg. 4501 WC-14 163 41
Bldg. 3517 W-22 3,150 2,836 513
Pump pit WC-8 537 537
Bldg. 3503 & off-gas drain WC-9 337 337
Bldg. 3508 WC-5, WC-6 160 0 104
Bldg. 3525 W-12 1,857 900
Bldg. 3544 feed W-22 652 652
Bldg. 7920 (REDC)" WC-20 1,742 1,753
Bldg. 7900 (HFIR)" HFIR 2,996 3,029
Bldg. 3028 WC-2 91 0
Bldg. 3504 WC-7 21 8
Bid& 3026D W-16 410 0
Bldg. 3026{2 W-17 & W-18 1,745 202 967
Bldg. 3019 W-22 899 890
Bldg. 3025 WC-3 19 18
Bldg. 3074 Trucked 352 382
Bldg. 7602 (EGCR) "d Trucked 315 500
Bldg. 7500' Trucked 52 52
Bldg. 2531 sumps, etc. W.22 1,971 1,971

TOTAL 26,419 19,558 5,153
i [ iI [ iii iiil iii i i ill i

- "WOCC = Waste Operations Control Center; REDC ffi Radiochemical Engineering
Development Center, HFTR = High Flux Isotope Reactor; EGCR = Experimental Gas-Cooled
Reactor. ' -

_'hese volumes exclude those already taken into consideration by the generator and/or Waste
Operations. Calculations are based on time series analysis results.

"Isotopes area includes Bldgs. 3028E, 3029, 3030, 3031, 3032, 3033, 3033A, 3038E, and 3047.
'_EGCR will not be transporting any waste to the LLLW evaporator in 1989.
'The LLLW volume from the 7500 area in 1988 was a one-time transfer of 620 gal.

r
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the 22 active LLLW collection tanks are measured daily, and the daily collection

. volumes are calculated from differences in level changes. Other information in the

database concerning the collection tanks includes tank capacities, locations, rainwater
ii

inleakage rates, and source buildings that feed each tank. Sample analyses that have

been performed on any of the collection tank wastes are kept in the database as well.

2.3 EVAPORATOR DATA

General information concerning the evaporator and evaporator service tanks has

been recorded in the database. During operation of the evaporator system, liquid

volumes transferred into and out of the evaporators are recorded by the operators.

Several thousand gallons of dilute LLLW may be transferred into the evaporator at

distinct time intervals before concentrate is removed. This information was analyzed

i and put into the computer and is referred to as "evaporator campaign" data. A

campaign begins with the first transfer of LLLW into the evaporator and ends with the

first removal of concentrate. Data beginning in 1986 have been summarized in this

way and recorded in the database. These data were analyzed to determine the major

contributors of LLLW concentrate. These data also allow volume reduction factors to

be calculated.

2.4 CONCENTRATE DATA

Concentrate removed from the evaporator is pumped to one of several storage

tanks [Melton Valley Storage Tanks (MVSTs), W-21, W-23, C-l, or C-2]. Routinely

generated Process Waste Treatment Plant (PWTP) concentrate is stored in tank W-21.

The volumes of concentrate generated are kept in the database, as well as the monthly

readings of the liquid levels in the storage tanks. (There is a slight discrepancy

between the recorded concentrate volumes generated and the storage tank volume

increases because of the accuracy of the instrumentation; therefore, both sets of data

are recorded.) Several sample campaigns have been performed on the MVST contents.

The analytical results from these sampling campaigns are recorded in the database also.



2.5 DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE LLLW SYSTEM DATABASE

As mentioned in the Xntroduction,the database will be accessed by a user

_endly, menu-driven software program. A general outline of the menus used to

retrieve the data was shown in Hg. 1. The completed work to date includes the

programming for the first three selections from the main menu, that is, retrieval of the

generator information, the collection tank information, and the _porator campaign

information. Work is continuing on the concentrated LLLW information and system

analysis retrieval sy_:.ems. User documentation will be prepared, and training classes

will be held to introduce users to the capabilities of the database as part of the FY

1990 milestone.

3. LIQUID LOW-LEVEL WASTE

Radioactively contaminated liquid wastes at ORNL are generated by various

activities, including research activities that are performed within many divisions, various

decontamination activities also practiced throughout several divisions, and reactor

operations performed mainly in the Research Reactors Division. Other significant

sources of LLLW include t_heLaboratory'swaste treatment facilities, which are the

PWTP (Building 3544) and the Central Off-Gas (COG) scrubbing system (Building

3039). A large amount of w_te is expected to be generated during remedial actions'

cleanup of inactive tanks m_d facilities during the next 10 years. Further discussion of

the LLLW and its sources is found in Chap. 4.

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the LLLW system. LLLW generated by t.he

various activities at the Laboratory is discharged by way of "hot" drains located in

laboratory sinks, hoods, floors, and hot cells. In some cases the liquid is collected and

trucked. Waste that is discarded down "hot" drains flows by gravity through singly- or

doubly-contained pipes to underground stainless steel collection tanks, where the waste

is neutralized, if necessary. These primary tanks (and associated piping) are known as

the Collection and Transfer (CAT) System. The waste accumulated in the collection

tanks is transferred via steam jets or pumps through underground piping to the LLLW

Evaporator Facility (Building 2531), where it is concentrated in one of two evaporator

units. From there, the concentrated waste is transferred to one of many storage tanks
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(the MVSTs or Evaporator Service Tanks), and the condensate is transferred to the

PWTP for further treatment.
g.

3.1 LLLW CO_ON SYSTEM

The CAT System is divided into two branches, the Mel_n Valley branch and the

Bethel Valley branch. Currently, there are 22 active collection tanks, 4 tanks that

serve the Melton Valley area and 18 tanks that serve the Bethel Valley area. There

are 33 inactive collection and storage tanks. The locations of the active collection

tanks are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown in the figure is the inactive tank W-1A, which

is periodically pumped to the evaporator system because of rainwater inleakage. The

collection tanks and their capacities are given in Table 2.

The CAT System was designed in the 1950s. Most of the floor drains, collection

tanks, and transfer lines in the system are singly contained. The system was designed

to work -20 years; however, most of the system is older than this. Current

regulations and orders pertaining to this system require doubly-contained piping and

tanks, leak detection, and extensive documentation of waste generation. To comply

with the regulations, the system is being upgraded and/or replaced. The work is under

way and is expected to take ~6 years to complete.

Each collection tank is equipped with a sampling device, liquid-level

instrumentation, and a filtered vent to the atmosphere or to the off-gas system of the

facility that it serves. Underground collection tanks in the Bethel Valley area have dry

wells, which are concrete pads with sumps located at the low point under the tanks

and wells extending to the surface of the ground. The dry well serves as a sampling

point for groundwater surrounding the tank, an indication of leakage from the tvnk. A

typical tank design is shown in Fig. 4. A network of 0.05- and 0.08-m (2- and 3-in.)

stainless steel underground pipelines connects the collection tanks to one of two 0.15-m

(Gin.) doubly-contained, stainless steel collection headers that direct_ the flow through

doubly-contained piping to the evaporator feed tank, W-22. Several source buildings

send waste from "facility" tanks directly to the collection header at valve box #2.

(These tanks are not owned by E&HP Division and are not discussed in this

document.) Waste is transferred by centrifugal pumps or steam jets.
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Table 2. Collection tanks' capadties and source buildings

Tank

Tank Tank size (gal) location Source building(s) "

Bethel Valley Collection Tanks

2026 500 E. of Bldg. 2026 2026
W-1A 4,000 North Tank Farm (None, tank is inactive)
WC-2 1,000 W. of Bldg. 3030 3028, 3038
WC-3 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3025 3025, 3098
WC-4 1,700 W. of Bldg. 3026C (None, tank is inactive)
WC-5 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3503 3508
WC-6 500 S. of Bldg. 3503 3508
WC.-7 1,100 W. of Bldg. 3504 3504
WC-8 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3503 Pump pit
WC-9 2,140 S. of Bldg. 3503 3503, HOG pot

WC-10 2,300 S. of Bldg. 3587 3028, 3029, 3030, 3031,
3032, 3033, 3047, 3092,

3093, 3110
WC-11 4,600 S. of Bldg. 3587 4500N, 4505, 4507
WC-12 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3587 4505
WC-13 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3587 4500N, 4500S, 4501, 4508
WC-14 1,000 S. of Bldg. 3587 4501
WC-19 2,100 S. of Bldg. 3587 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004,

3005, 3008, 3042, 3109,
3119

W-12 700 South Tank Farm 3525
W-16 1,000 South Tank Farm 3026D
W-17 1,000 South Tank Farm 3026C
W-18 1,000 South Tank Farm 3026C

Melton Valley Collection Tanks

WC-20 10,000 Melton Valley 7920, 7930
1"-1 15,000 Melton Valley 7500, 7503, 7900, 7911,

Melton Valley 7913, 7920,a 7930a
T-2 15,000 7500, 7503, 7900, 7911,

Melton Valley 7913, 7920,_ 7930a
HFIR 13,000 7900, 7911, 7913

*These facilities do not normally transfer waste to this tank.

10
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3.2 IJ.ff.,WEVAPORATOR FACXIXI'Y

LLLW solutions that accumulate in the collection tanks are periodically

transferred to the evaporator service tank W-22 and then fed to evaporators A2 and

2A2, where the evaporation of the radioactive waste solution is accomplished. The two

evaporators are operated in a semicontinuous manner. Dilute LLLW is transferred by

steam jet from feed tank W-22 to the evaporator as necessary to maintain a minimum

level. The waste is concentrated to a target specific gravity of approximately 1.25.

The evaporator condensate, which contains trace amounts of radionuclides, is directed

to the PWI'P.

When the evaporator bottoms or concentrated waste reaches a specific gravity of

about 1.25, or when there is no feed left to process, the evaporator is shut down, the

contents cooled, and then the "concentrate" is jetted to one of the 11 storage tanks

that are discussed in more detail in Chap. 5.

The transfer of the concentrate from the evaporator facility to the storage tanks

is done through a doubly-contained stainless steel line that is cathodically protected and

buried in a bed of specially prepared clay. The transfer route to the Melton Valley

area (where the storage tanks are located) is shown in Fig. 5.

3.3 LLLW EVAPORATOR FACH.,rI'Y COMPLEX

The Radioactive Waste Evaporator Facility (Bldg. 2531) shown in the plan view

of Fig. 6 includes the following major areas:

1. Stainless-steel-lined vaults containing the evaporator feed tank W-22, the

converted evaporator feed tank W-21 (now a storage tank for concentrated liquid

waste, primarily that waste generated by the PWTP), the concentrate storage tank

W-23, and associated pumps, pipes, and controls.

2. Underground pipe trench, for the transfer of liquid waste from the feed tank to

the evaporator.

12
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3. The high-level waste (HLW) tank vault containing tanks C-1 and C-2, which are

. now storage tanks for concentrated waste from the evaporator.

4. Cells 1 through 4 in Building 2531 contain the evaporators and associated

" equipment. Cell 1 contains the original evaporator A-2 and its feed tank, A-1.

Cell 2 contains the evaporator's (A-2's) accompanying process equipment:

condenser, vapor filter, condensate catch tank, off-gas scrubber, emergency

condenser, and scrub liquor tank. Cell 4 holds evaporator 2A-2, and Cell 3

contains the condensate filter, evaporator condenser, condensate surge tank, off-

gas scrubber, and the scrub liquor tank for evaporator 2A-2. Also in the building

are the control room and service tunnel.

The first evaporator, A-2, was installed and started operation in 1965, while the

second evaporator, ZA-2, which was built identically to A-2, was installed in the

evaporator annex in 1978. The evaporators have a boil-up rate of -50 lb/h per

square foot of boiling surface. Both e _aporatorsare designed to operate at a rate of

600 gal/h and are capable of automatic operation except for startup and shutdown.

This allows for the evaporators to operate without supervisory personnel present in

Building 2531. Automatic alarms triggered by abnormal operating conditions will alert

operating personnel in the WOCC, Building 3130, and will cause a shutdown of the

evaporator until the alarm condition is corrected by operating personnel.

The evaporator coils, designed for heating or cooling and located in the bottom of

the evaporator, are operated at a steam pressure of 35 psig. In both evaporators, a

coil is located above the normal liquid level and acts as a foam breaker. Spray nozzles

are located near the top of the evaporation tanks for spraying antifoaming agents, and

three other spray nozzles provide decontamination solutions to the evaporators.

An impingement-type deentrainer is installed in the top head of the evaporator to

ensure that the condensate from the evaporator has a very low level of radioactivity.

The deentrained material is carried by a drain back below the surface of the boiling

waste. Thus a decontamination factor of between 10,000 and 100,000 is accomplished

between the evaporator feed and the vapor leaving the evaporator.

Interlocks and control circuits for both evaporators provide automatic control and

• dictate that the ventilation system must be operating properly, cooling water must be

flowing to the condenser, all radiation monitors must be operating at or below their

15



alarm levels, and the condensate sample pump must be operating for continued

operation of the evaporator unit.

A spare evaporator vessel was constructed in 1965 and is also identical to unit

A-2. This evaporator is presently in storage and is tested periodically to ensure its

integrity. The spare evaporator is kept ready in case A-2 or 2A-2 should ever need

replacing.

3.4 LIJ.W C_NCEN'I'RATE STORAGE TANKS

ORNL has 12 50,000-gal-capacity tanks for the storage of LLLW concentrate.

Eight of these tanks, known as the MVSTs, are located on the new Hydrofracture site

in an underground, concrete, stainless-steel-lined vault. The other four storage tanks,

located near the evaporator facility, are C-1, C-2, W-23, and W-21. Both C-1 and C-2

were originally built to hold HLW, but because HLW is not generated at ORNL, they

were repiped to receive LLLW concentrate. Tank W-21, originally a feed tank for the

LLLW evaporator, was converted to a tank for storage of concentrate produced by the

PWTP in an effort to decouple the PWTP and LLLW operations. Currently, tank W-

22 serves as the sole evaporator feed tank. Tank W-23 receives concentrate directly

from the evaporator. It is normally used as a collection point for LLLW concentrate

before it is transferred to the MVSTs for storage.

4. LLLW SOURCI_ AND GENERATION

As mentioned briefly in Chap. 3, several facilities contribute to the generation of

LLLW. The radioactive liquid waste generated at the Laboratory can be broken down

into several types of waste: (1) those wastes that result from air and water treatment

facility operations, (2) those wastes that result from decontamination of hot cells and

various areas, and (3) waste generated by research and development (R&D) activities.

Of these types of LLLW, air and water treatment facility operations have accounted

for -34% of the LLLW wastes generated since 1986. Decontamination activities have

generated about 45% of the waste, and other activities, including R&D activities and

rainwater infiltration, account for the other 21%. Contributions of rainfall to the
o.

LLLW system are discussed further in Sect. 4.2.
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Table 3 gives a list of those divisionswhich produceLLLW and corresponding

approximatepercentagesof LLLW generatedbetween 1986 and 1989. As seen in the
o

table, the ChemicalTechnologyDivision is the largest producerof LLLW, accounting

. for almost half of the LLLW generated. Most of these wastes are generatedby

decontaminationactivitiesinvolvingisotope production. The second largestdivision

generator,at 27%, is the F._HP Division. These wastes consist mainlyof air and

water treatmentresidualliquids,those from the PWTPand the COG stack, as well as

severalsmall off-gas facilities. Research Reactors Division producedabout 23% of

the LLLW generatedduringthese years.

4.1 LLLW OENERATOI_

As mentioned in Chap.2, the ORNL LLLWsystem is used to collect, neutralize,

concentrate,and store radioactivewaste solutions. Annual summaries of the monthly

LLLW collected from specificgeneratorsare contained in Tables 4-8. Table 4
summarizescollections of LLLWover the period of January1986 to June 1989,and

" Tables 5, 6, 7, and 8 summarizemonthlyLLLW generationrates from 1986, 1987,

1988, and 1989 respectively. As the data in these tables demonstrate,relativelyfew

generatorsare responsiblefor the generation of most of the LLLWcollected at ORNL

since 1986.The primarygeneratorsare the Isotopes Area (16%), the 3039 stack area

(11%), the HHR (11%), the ORR and the BaR (10%), the Fission Products

Development Laboratory(FPDL) (10%), the High RadiationLevel Experimentation

Laboratory(9%), the 4500 complex (8%), the RadiochemicalEngineeringDevelopment

Center (REDC) (4%), Building3019 (3%), and the PWTPspent acid stream (3%).

Descriptionsof the activitiesof specific large LLLWgeneratorsfollow in the next few

sections. Two importantLLLWgeneratorswill not be describedin any detail in this

chapter;they are Building3019, which is expected to be only a minorLLLW generator

in the future, and tank W-IA, which is an inactivetank and collects only rainwater.
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Table 3. Division's contn'butionsto dilute LLLW generation, 1986-.1989

Average percentage
Division of dilute LLLW generation

for 1986-1989

Analytical Chemistry 1
Chemistry < 1
Chemical Technology 47
Environmental & Health Protection 27
Environmental Sciences < 1

Health and Safety Research < 1
Metals and Ceramics < 1
Plant and Equipment < 1
ResearchReactors 23

ii i lllJn i ii H Ill II Im

Table 4. Average monthly dilute LLLW generation
(for period January 1986-June 1989)

,,,,,,,,., ,, ,.,|, • ,,., , ,, , - .,., ,, ,, J.,

Monthly generation
Generator (gal) Percent oftotal "

i i | i

Isotopes° 5,061 16
HighFluxIsotopeReactor 3,890 13
3039stackarea 3,552 11
Reactorsb 3,210 10
Bldg.3517 3,120 10
Bldg. 3525 2,615 8
4500 complex 2,609 8
Tank W-1A 2,319 8
Bldg. 7920 1,370 4
Bldg. 3019 1,061 4
PWTP spent acid 999 3
Tank WC-8 pump pit 545 2
All others 835 3

Total 31,186

•Isotopes includeall collectionsfrom IsotopesArea collection tanksWC-10and
WC-2,Bldg.3026Ccollection tanksW-17and W-18,and Bldg.3026D collection
tank W-16.

bReactorsinclude the Oak Ridge ResearchReactor (ORR), the Old Graphite
Reactor (OGR), and the BulkShieldingReactor(BSR).
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Table 5. Average monthly dilute LLLW generation for 1986
p

Monthly generation
Generator (gal) Percent of total

Isotopes" 7,466 17

Reactorsb 5,455 13

HighFluxIsotopeReactor 5,370 12

4500complex 5,110 12

Bldg.3517 4,629 11

Bldg. 3525 3,770 9

3039 stack area 3,480 8

.. PWTP spentacid 2,130 5

TankW-IA 1,720 4

Bldg.7920 1,608 4

Bldg. 3019 1,151 3

Tank WC-8 pump pit 534 1

All others 703 2

Total 43,126
ll|l

"Isotopesinclude all collectionsfrom IsotopesAreacollection tanksWC-10and
WE-2,Bldg.3026C collectiontanks W-17andW-18,andBldg.3026Dcollection
tank W-16.

bReactorsincludethe ORR, the OGR, andthe BSR.
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Table 6. Average monthly dilute LLLW generation for 1987

Monthly generation
Generator (gal) Percent of total

Isotopesa 3,779 14

Reactor_ 3,601 13

3039 stack area 3,539 13

Bldg. 351.7 3,362 12

High Flux Isotope Reactor 2,620 10

4500 complex 2,419 9

Bldg. 3019 2,172 8

Bldg. 3525 1,830 7

Bldg. 7920 1,188 4

Tank W.IA 1,004 4

PWTP spentacid 592 2

Bldg.3503andoff-gasdrain 457 2

Allothers 825 2

Total 25,216
.a_

•Isotopes includeall collectionsfromIsotopesArea collectiontanksWC-10and
WC-2, Bldg.3026CcollectiontanksW-17andW-18,and Bldg.3026D collection
tank W-16.

bReactorsinclude the ORR, the OGR,and the BSR.
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Table 7. Average monthly dilute LLLW generation for 1988

Monthly generation
Generator (gal) Percent of total

_lJ i ii ii ii i iiil

Isotopes a 3,766 16

3039 Stack area 3,275 14

Bldg. 3517 3,150 13

High Flux Isotope Reactor 2,996 12

Bldg. 3525 1,857 8

Bldg. 7920 1,742 7

4500 complex 1,605 7

Reactorsb 1,378 6

Tank W-1A 1,161 5

Bldg. 3019 899 4

PWTP spent acid 652 3

Tank WC-8 pump pit 537 2

All others 1,064 3

Total 24,082
i i ii i i i

"Isotopesincludeall collections_om Isotopes Areacollection tanks WC-10and
WC-2,Bldg.3026Ccollection tanks W-17andW-18,and Bldg. 3026D collection
tankW-16.

bReactorsincludethe ORR, the OGR, and the BSR.
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Table 8. Average monthly ¢hlutcLLLW generation for 1989

Monthly generation
Generator (gal) Percent of total

4

Tank W-1A 5,394 18

Isotopesa 5,232 17

HFIR 4,572 15

3039 stack area 3,914 13 "

Bldg. 3525 3,004 10

Reactors 2,405 8

Bldg. 3517 1,337 4

4500 complex 1,302 4

Bldg. 7920 941 3

Tank WC-8 pump pit 816 3

PWTP spent acid 620 2 -

Bldg. 3019 23 < 1

All others 1,064 3

Total 30,624

"Isotopesincludeall collectionsfromIsotopes Area collectiontanksWC.IOand
WC-2,Bldg.3026Ccollection tanks W-17andW-18,andBldg. 3026D collection
tank W-16.

bReactorsinclude the ORIL the OGR,and the BSR.
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4.1.1 Isomp_ Area

The isotope facilities' primary tasks are producing, purifying, and distributing

" various radionuclides. A very wide range of radioisotopes is handled, and activities

include tritium processing, SSKrseparation, short-lived fission products processing, lS_Cs

and S°Srsource fabrication, _°Co storage and irradiation, _I"c processing, and some

transuranic isotope processing.

As seen in Table 4, LLLW collections from the Isotopes Area have accounted for

16% (5061 gal/month) of the total LLLW collections since 1986. LLLW generation

from the Isotopes Area decreased dramatically from 1986 (7466 gal/month) to 1987

(3779 gal/month), but since 1987 the level of LLLW generation has remained at -3800

gal/month. However, through the first half of 1989, LLLW generation increased to

5232 gal/month because of above average rainfall (and therefore inleakage) into tanks

W-17 and W-18. Collection tanks in the Isotopes Area include WC-2, WC-10, W-16,

W-17, and W-18.

While the Isotopes Area is primarily production oriented, very little LLLW is

generated as a direct result of processing activities. Most of the waste production is a

. result of routine and nonroutine hot cell decontamination. The primary nuclides

expected to be in the waste streams generated from these facilities are 13_Cs,9°Sr,and

_3_I. However, smaller quantities of many other nuclides can also be expected to be

present in the waste stream. A list of these other nuclides and the estimated quantity

of each is given in Table 9. Also presented in Table 9 is a list of the contaminants in

the Isotopes Area waste stream and their respective estimated quantities.

4.1.2 3039 Stack Area

Process off-gas streams generated within processes or R&D equipment are vented

to the COG collection system (3039 stack) for the removal of radioactive iodine. The

off-gases potentially contain other radioactive species, flammable vapors, and toxic

vapors. After collection, the gases are scrubbed with a 0.5% caustic (NaOH) solution,

passed through a high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, and then discharged.

- The scrubbing operation produces a spent caustic solution that is slightly contaminated.

This caustic solution is transferred to the LLLW system for treatment. The 3039 stack
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Table 9. Annual LLLW stream mmponents for the Isotopes Area

Annual

Annual quantity
Nuclide quantity (Ci) Other stream component (kg)a

| i i i i ill ill i. i

Ag-l10m 0.8 AHIB (organic acid) 1
Am-241 Trace Ammonium hydroxide 2
Am-243 Trace Citric acid 11
Cf-252 Trace Hydrochloric acid 2
Cm-244 Trace Methyl isobutyl ketone 1
Co-56 Trace Nitric acid 104

3 Oxalic acid 33
Cs-137 30 Potassium hydroxide 2
Eu-152 Trace Potassium permanganate 27
Eu-154 Trace Sodium hydroxide 4
Fe-55 Trace Sulfurous acid 90
Fe-59 Trace Detergents 210
Gd-153 Trace
H-3 1.2E-4
1-125 1.2E-3
1-129 3
Ir-192 Trace
Mn-54 Trace
Ni-63 Trace
Pm-147 3
Pu-238 Trace
Pu-239 Trace
Sr-90 30
Tc-99 3
U-234 Trace
U-235 Trace
W-188 1.2E-3

• i |l ii, i i i

"Forpurposesof this report,"otherstreamcomponent" quantitiesare consideredto be
1 kg whenestimatedquantitiesare less than 1 kg. All othersare roundedto the nearest
kilogram.
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area produces -3600 gal per month of dilute LLLW, which accounts for -11% of the

total volume of dilute LLLW collected since 1986.b

Past sampling data show that the LLLW stream produced at the 3039 stack area

is quite dilute. Assuming that the LLLW evaporator concentrates the dilute LLLW to

a specific gravity of 1.25 g/mL, this stream contributes <50 gal/month to the LLLW

concentrate stream.

4.1.3 High Flux hotopes Reactor

LLLW collected from the HFIR is gerierated primarily from the following sources:

(1) regeneration and backwashing of primary and pool demineralization systems, (2)

waste from sampling, (3) head tank overflow, (4) gaseous waste filter pit, (5) 7911

stack drainage, and (6) the off-gas condensate collection pit? An analysis of the

primary demineralizer LLLW stream is summarized by Pretez.2 The LLLW generation

rate in 1986 was -5370 gal/month. Since the HFIR shut down, the LLLW generation

rate has fallen to -280 gal/month. The restart of HF'IR in 1989 has increased the

LLLW generation to -4600 gal/month at that facility.

. The most significant LLLW generation source at HFIR is the regeneration and

backwashing of the primary and pool demineralization systems. These regeneration

solutions account for -20,000 gal of dilute LLLW annually and also represent the

primary source of _Co at ORNL?

4.1.4 Oak Ridge Reactor/Bulk Shielding Reactor/Old Graphite Reactor

The ORR was shut down permanently in 1987 and will not be restarted. Current

and future LLLW generated at the ORR is the result of decontamination and

decommissioning activities, as well as regeneration of the demineralizer columns.

Similarly, ongoing maintenance and decommissioning activities require the regeneration

of demineralizers at the OGR.

The BSR is expected to continue operation. Sources of LLLW from the BSR

are cooling water and ion-exchange column spent regeneration solutions.

. The monthly LLLW generation from these facilities has averaged -3200 gal/month

since 1986, falling from a level of 5500 gai/month in 1986 to a level of -1400
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gal/monthin1988.Much ofthedecreaseisdue totheshutdownoftheORR and

relativelylightrainfallin1987and 1988.Withincreasedrainfallduringthef'u-sthalf d

of 1989, generation rates have increased to 2400 gal/month. More discussion pertaining

to the influence of rainfall into collection tank WC-19 will follow in

Sect. 4.2.

The LLLW stream from each of these facilities can be described as a stream

primarily resulting from the regeneration of demineralizer systems. As such, each of

the individual waste streams comprise weak acid and base solutions. It is estimated

that a total of 460 gal of 5% nitric acid, I10 gal of 5% sulfur/c acid, and 575 gal of

5% sodium hydroxide are expended annually by these facilities. The total waste stream

from these facilities is also estimated to contain as much as 3 Ci/year Z°_Ruand trace

amounts of such nuclides as 6°Co, 13_Cs,_SMn,Z_Ra, and _r.

4.1.5 F'mion Products Development Laboratory

The FPDL (Bldg. 3517) processes large quantities of 137Cs(-350,000 Ci/year) and

9°Sr (-500,000 Ci/year). Other materials that are occasionally processed at Bldg. 3517

are 6°Co and 192Ir. Materials that have been handled in the past include _44Ceand

Building 3517 is the primarysource of both cesium and strontium in the LLLW

system. Estimated losses of each material are on the order of 5,000-15,000 Ci/year.

The building activities that produce LLLW are not directly related to isotope

processing but are derived primarily from routine decontamination of the hot cells used

in cesium and strontium purification. In addition to the nuclides released to the

LLLW system, this routine decontamination also results in the addition of 16M nitric

acid (500 gal/year), oxalic acid (500 lb/year), 50% sodium hydroxide (300 lb/year), Turco

Decon 4502 (500 lb/year), and various detergents to the LLLW system.

The LLLW production since 1986 has averaged -3100 gal/month, but the level

has decreased substantially during the time period from 1986 to 1989. In fact, the

LLLW production rate in 1986 was -4600 gal/month, and by 1988 that production rate

had fallen to 3150 gal/month. Shutdown of the facility in early 1989 has resulted in

even smaller volumes of LLLW (1337 gal/mon) being sent to the LLLW system thus

far in 1989. Recently, improvements have been made to the building's underground
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tank vault, which has reduced groundwater inleakage, and consequently the LLLW

• generation rates are expected to decrease even further.

4.1.6 High Radiation Le_ Examination Laboratory

The HighRadiationLevelExaminationLaboratory(HRLEL) (Bldg.3525)

primarilyservesasan areawhereirradiatedmetallurgicalspecimenscanbe examined.

The areapossessesbothhotcellsand storagewellsforcontainmentofradioactive

materials.Currently,thefacilityisexpectedtohandlea varietyofradionuclides,

includingIsTCs,and uranium,plutonium,and thoriumisotopes.Itisestimatedthat50

C't/yearofIsTCsand tracequantitiesofthevariousuranium,plutonium,and thorium

isotopes escape to the LLLW system via collection and transfer tank W-12. As is the

case for other isotope areas, LLLW in this facility is mainly generated as a result of

routine decontamination. In addition to the above-mentioned isotopes, sulfurous acid

(450 lb/year), 15M sodium hydroxide (5 gal/year), 5M nitric acid (5 gal/year), and

detergents used in decontamination activities contribute to the LLLW.

The average monthly LLLW generation rate since 1986 has been --2600 gal. The

- LLLW generation rate decreased from a 1986 generation rate of 3770 gal/month to a

rate of 1850 gal/month in 1988. In 1989, the LLLW generation rate increased as

expected to -3000 gal/month because of nonroutine hot cell revitalization/
decontamination activities.

4.1.7 4500 Complez

The 4500complex(Bldgs.4500N,45008,4501,4505,4507,and 4508)isa

multipurposeresearchfacility.Thereisa largevariationintheradioactivematerials

thatarehandledinthecomplex,andsmallquantitiesofanyradionuclidethatisused

atthelaboratorycouldbe disposedoffromone ofmany activehotdrainsinthe

facility. There are approximately 89 active hot drains in the 4500 complex, each

draining to one of four collection tanks (WC-11, WC-12, WC-13, and WC-14).

. The 4500 complex has historically accounted for between 7 and 8% of all dilute

LLLW collected at ORNL. Since 1986, the average LLLW generation rate has been
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•-2600 gal/month. As seen in Tables 5-8, however,the monthlyLLLW generationrate

has decreased from -5110 gal/monthin 1986 to only 1300 gal/monthfor the first 6
t

months in 1989.

As previouslymentioned, small quantitiesof manyradionuclidescould be expected

to be present in the 4500 complex waste stream. A summaryof these nuclidesand

their estimatedquantitiesis given in Table 10. As to be expected with a multipurpose

researchfacility,the 4500 area also releases small amountsof common acids, bases,

detergents,and other chemicalagents used in variouslaboratoryproceduresto the

LLLWsystem. A list of these other LLLWstreamcomponents is providedin Table
10 as well.

4.1.8 RadiochcmicalBngineeriagDevelopment Center

The REDC recoversa variety of radiochemicaisproduced by irradiationof

selected targets. The REDC has consistentlyproduced -1400 gal/monthof LLLW

since 1986. The LLLWis primarilygeneratedfrom disposalof spent off-gas scrubber

solutions. The scrubbersolutions are typicallyof low activity. Small volumes of waste

are generatedas a direct result of isotope processingfrom operations conducted at the

REDC facility. These wastes are sent to the LLLW system and are a major

contributorto the transuranicand fmion productisotopes that are collected in the

system. Table 11 summarizesthe radioactiveand nonradioactivecomponents that are

released so the LLLWsystem from the REDC.

4.1.9 Overall SystemCollection Rates

Table 12 summarizesthe total LLLWcollections from all generatorsfor years

1986 through 1989. AS of 1988, the LLLWcollections had declined by -44% since

1986. With the exceptionof LLLWgenerationsfrom the REDC facilityand the 3039

stack area, all generatorsseem to have substantiallydecreased their LLLWgeneration

rates. The reason for this decline is in part the resultof waste reduction programs

spurredby institutionof a charge-backplan startedat ORNL in 1986. Other factors

influencingthe decline in LLLWgenerationare the lower yearlyrainfallssince 1986,

the shutdownin 1986 of the HFIR, decommissioningof the ORR, and improvements
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Table 10. Annual LLLW stream components for the 4500 complex
s, ,,,1 , ,, ,11 , , , , 1,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,,,, ,,,, ' 1"' "

Annual Annual

" Nuclide quantity Other stream quantity
(Ci) component (kg)a

ii i I IIII iiiii i I ii i iiii .... i i

Am-241 Trace Ammonium hydroxide I
Am-243 Trace Hydrochloric acid 1

C-14 Trace Methanol 1
Co-58 Trace Nitric acid 50

Co-60 1.1E-2 Sodium hydroxide 1
Cs-134 6.0E-2 Sulfuric acid 2
Cs-137 0.7 Detergents 4
Eu-152 Trace Acetone 4
Eu-154 Trace Hydrofluoric acid 1
Fe-59 Trace Potassium dichromate 50
H-3 1.2E-4

Mn-54 Trace
Pu-238 Trace
Pu-239 Trace
Pu-242 Trace
Ra-226 Trace
Sr-89 Trace
Sr-90 Trace

. Tc-95m Trace
Tc-99 Trace

Th-232 2.2E-6
U-233 Trace
U-238 3.4E-5

*For purposesof this report, "otherstream component" quantities are consideredto be
1 kg when estimatedquantitiesare less than 1 kg. All others are rounded to the nearest
kilogram.

in the operation of the PWTP. One result that can be gleaned from study of the data

in Table 12 is that projected LLLW collections in 1989 are about 14% greater than

the actual collections in 1988. This increase in LLLW collections may be because of

increased fugitive inleakage related to higher rainfall levels to date in 1989

(1.6 in./week average) compared to that in 1988 (0.83 in./week); however, the absolute

amount of the LI_W generation increase that can be attributed to increased rainfall in

1989 is uncertain. Rainfall infiltration into the LLLW CAT System is covered in more

• detail in the next section.
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Table 11. Annual IJJ.W stream t,_mpoucnts for the

Annual Annual
quantity quantity '

Nuclide (Ci) Other stream component (kg)"
m . i ill llilllllf i llllIll i IIi " i II i i i

Am.241 1.7 Acidified butyrates 1
Am-242 Trace Adogen-hydrocbloric acid 24
Am-243 0.1 AMSCO (petroleum 768
Cf-252 0.8 naphtha) 1
Cm-244 78.2 2,5-Dibutylhydroquinone 24
Cm-246 0.2 Diisoprophylbenzene 48
Mixed fission products 42,000 (DIPB) 151
Mixed plutonium 0.5 2-Ethylhexanol 146
Other califormium Trace HDEHP extractant 123
Other curium Trace Hydrochloric acid 1

Lithium chloride 3
Lithium nitrate 1

Mercury (II) nitrate 9686
Nitric acid 2089
Potassium carbonate 115

Potassium hydroxide 284
Sodium aluminate 1 '

Sodium hydroxide
Sodium thimuffate

an , inn,,,,, , in, , ,

"For purposesof thLsreport,"otherstreamcomponent"quantitiesare consideredto be 1 kg
when estimatedquantitiesare less than 1 kg. All others are roundedto the nearest kilogram.

Table 12. Summmy of annual IJ.LW production rates
ii i

LLLW generation Change from
Year (gal) previous year (%)

|

1986 517,505

1987 328,638 -36.5

1988 288,961 - 12.0

1989" 329,243 13.9

-- iii i | i i i

"1989 LLLWgenerationrateis projectedfromactualLLLW
collectionsas of June 1989.
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4_ RAINFALL I__,EAKAGE INTO THE LLLWSYSTEM

Inleakage of rainfall into the LLLW system has been qualitatively record for

- some time; however, a quantitative estimate of the effects of rainfall on the volume of

LLLW collected at ORNL has not been made. It was the objective of this work to

derive a quantitative relationship between rainfall levels and LLLW collections and to

determine which of the tanks in the LLLW system were affected by rainfall and to

what extent. The data necessary to perform this analysis, the weekly LLLW generation

rates and weekly rainfall amounts, were obtained from the Liquid and Gaseous Waste

Operations Group of the F_._HP Division and from the Plant and Equipment Division

respectively.

A plot of LLLW collections as a function of rainfall is shown in Fig. 7. It is

obvious from Fig. 7 that there is a high degree of scatter to the data. However, if the

rainfall data are plotted in a time-ordered plot with LLLW collections as in Fig. 8,

there appears to be a relationship between weekly rainfall and weekly LLLW collection

rates. Therefore, it was determined that a time series analysis was an appropriate

approach to determine which tanks were, in fact, collecting rainwater and to derive a

. rough estimate of how much LLLW is created by a given amount of rain.

The time series analysis identified LLLW collections in the following tanks to be

significantly influenced by rainfall: WC-19, W-IA, WC-II, WC-12, Bldg. 3517 tanks,

WC-8, WC-5 and -6, and WC-17 and -18. A very approximate estimate of LLLW

collected (in gallons) from each of these tanks per inch of rainfall is 223, 644, 93, 30,

138, 47, 28, and 260 respectively. These data imply that for each inch of rainfall, there

are -1500 gal of U.J.,W collected from the above tanks. It must be emphasized that

all of these projections of LLLW generation as a function of rainfall are only

approximations, and care must be taken when interpreting these results. I

5. CONCENTRATE GENERATION

LLLW concentrate is the resulting evaporator bottoms when the dilute LLLW is

evaporated. The condensate liquid is sent to the PWTP for further treatment.

. Hydrofracture was used as a means of disposing of LI._W concentrate for several years
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in the early 1980s but was discontinued and is no longer considered a viable disposal

option. Currently, LLLW concentrate is being accumulated and stored. The capacities
41,

of the storage tanks and the LLLW concentrate volumes as of mid-1989 are shown in

Table 13.

Figure 9 shows the decrease of available storage space for l.JiW concentrate

since 1986. The decregse in cumulative concentrate stored during 1988 is the result of

the Emergency Avoidance Solidification Campaign (EASC) freeing about 47,000 gal of

tank Sl;ace. In the EASC this LLLW concentrate was solidified in a grout mixture,

and the solid waste forms are now in interim storage. The EASC is discussed in detail

in Sect. 5.1.

The rate of concentrate generation per year since 1986 is seen in Table 14. The

concentrate generation rate is expected to increase in the next several years for the

following facilities and programs: (1) decontamination of facilities and hot cells,

(2) Remedial Action Programs' decommissioning and decontamination of inactive tanks,

and (3) the HFIR restart.

5.1 SOLIDIFICATION OF HJ.,W CONCENTRATE

The first solidification campaign, the EASe, in which 47,000 gal of LLLW

concentrate were immobilized in a cement-based matrix, was completed at the end of

CY 1988. The solidification was done by L&N Technologies, a contracted vendor.

L&N proposed a grout mixture that, when solidified with the LLLW supematant from

MVSTs W-29 and W-30, would pass the leachability tests. They provided the grout

mixture, the equipment necessary to mix the LLLW with the grout mixture, and

thepersonnel who performed the solidification. Once the waste was solidified, the

forms were placed in interim storage on an open concrete diked pad in the Melton

Valley area.
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Table 13. Liquid low-level waste concentrate tank
volumes and capacities

" Volume of waste

Tank Capacity (gal) (gal)a

C-1 50,000 10,140

C-2 50,000 45,260

W-21 50,000 16,570

W-23 50,000 34,020

W-24 50,000 44,510

W-25 50,000 30,400

W-26 50,000 33,860

W-27 50,000 45,640

W-28 50,000 46,330

W-29 50,000 46,870

W-30 50,000 46,830

W-31 50,000 46,610

" Total 447,040
ill

"Liquidlow-level waste concentratevolumes are as of June 1, 1989.

5.2 IN-TANK EVAPORATION

A procedure known as in-tank evaporation (ITE) will be performed on the

MVSTs to reduce the amount of liquid waste stored. Each of the eight storage tanks

has a tank ventilation system for purging gases from the tanks, as well as submersed air

sparges used to mix the contents of the tanks. In the ITE schema, unsaturated (or

poss_ly dry) air will be introduced into the tanks and will theoretically leave the tanks

saturated with water. Several studies have been completed to determine the viability

of ITE and its effect on the availability of storage volumes? As determined by these

studies, ITE will free -3000 gal/year per tank_ This rate was based on the following

assumptions: (1) 80% on-line time for the operation, (2) saturation temperature of

- 50°F, (3) bone-dry input air to the tanks, and (4) 100% saturated outlet air. At a
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saturation temperature of 90"F, this liquid evaporation rate increases to about 10,000

. gal/year per tank with the same assumptions.3

ITE is scheduled to begin in FY 1990. Various stages of development work will

- be implemented, and full-scale evaporation will not occur until about 1 year later. This

evaporation process is expected to continue until the supernates in the tanks reach

saturation of sodium nitrate.

Table 14. LLLW conc_ntram generation, 1986-1990
i L i i i i li|

LLLW concentrate
Year generation (gal)

i i l i| llll ill i

1986 34,132

1987 22,036

1988 26,863

1989 10,059

1990 16,140

IIHI i i i iii ii i i i i ii i ii i

5.3 LLLW CONCENTRATE GENERATION

Quantities of LLLW concentrate generated over the last several years are given in

Table 14. The generation rates have decreased steadily since 1986. The major

contributing factor in the decrease of LLLW concentrate generation is thought to be

the implementation of the charge-back system, where the generators were charged for

their disposal of dilute LLLW. An awareness of waste generation as well as an

attempt to reduce unnecessary waste generation resulted from the charge-back program.

The program has since been terminated, with new programs emphasizing waste

reduction at various facilities being implemented.
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LLLW is collected by the LLLW CAT System, transferred to the evaporator feed

tank (W-22), and fed semibatchwise to the _W evaporator as necessary to maintain

adequate LLLW collection system capacity. The concentrate produced in each

evaporator run or campaign is then transferred to one of several LLLW concentrate

storage tanks in the evaporator complex and eventually transferred to the MVSTs. A

description of the evaporation process was reviewed in Chap. 2.

While the LLLW evaporator is run according to a standardized procedure, the

volume reduction efficiency of each evaporator batch varies dramatically. The volume

reduction factor (VRF') is defined as the ratio of dilute I2,LW fed to the evaporator

to the concentrated LLLW produced from an evaporator campaign. The objectives of

this study are (1) to determine which waste streams are the primary volume

contributors to the LLLW concentrate (which will allow a prediction of the variability

of the evaporator performance as a function of the LLLW collections from specific

generators), (2) to explore the contributions of operational variability on the

performance of the LLLW evaporator, and (3) to explore poss_le errors in the

monitoring of dilute and concentrated LLLW inventories.

6.1 DATA SOURCI_ AND COLI_CTION

The LLLW evaporator performance was analyzed using generator, evaporator

feed, and concentrate production data specific to each evaporator batch or campaign.

Data quantifying the specific LLLW feed sent to the evaporator complex (Building

2531) for each LLLW evaporator campaign were gathered from the monthly LLLW

Collection Tank Inventory and Transfers log sheets, Service Tank Balance Sheets, and

a monthly summary of evaporator feeds and products collected by the Gaseous and

Liquid Waste Operations Group in the E&HP Division. Data quantifying the

concentrate produced from each LLLW evaporator campaign were extracted from the

Service Tank Balance Sheets and a monthly summary of evaporator feeds and products.

The LLLW collection volume information reported by the Waste Operations Group is

calculated from the daily changes in the level of each LLLW collection and _ransfer
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tank, evaporatorservice tank, and each MVST. Althoughthe accuracyof each of the

tank level detectorscannot be quantified,it is generallyunderstoodthat the accuracy
,I

of the level detectors is quite good, and thus errors in trackingthe dilute and

. concentratedLLLWinventoriescannot account for a large variabilityin the VRF.

The followingsection will explore the possible effects of varyingfeed characteristics

and operationalvariabilityon the VRF.

DATA ANALYSIS

The data in Table 15 summarizethe dilute LLLWfed to each of the LLLW

evaporatorsfrom tank W-22, the concentrateproduction,and the VRF for each

evaporatorcampaignfrom 1986 through 1988. The large variabilityin the VRF from

differentevaporatorcampaignscan be readilyobserved from Table 15. In fact, over

the 3-yearperiod from January1986 to December 1988, the VRF of each evaporator

batchvaried from a low of 5.3 to a high of 43.8. The reasonsfor the variabilityin

evaporatorperformanceare most likely twofold: (1) the differentcharacteristicsof

wastes routinelycollected from individualgeneratorsvary in radionuclideand inorganic

salt concentrations,causingvaryingdegrees of volume reductionefficienciesfor specific

waste streams,and (2) the operationof the LLLW evaporatorexperiencedvariability.

6.2.1 RelationshipBetween VRF and LI_W Collectionsfrom Specific Generators

A stepwise regressionprogramof SAS was used to analyzethe evaporator

campaigndata. The purpose of the analysiswas to determine whichgenerators,if any,

were primarilyresponsiblefor LLLWconcentrateproduction.

A linear model that relates LLLWgeneration from specificgenerators to LLLW

concentrateproductionis

_ xiai . z._Z_VRF "
i

" wherex_is the volumefractionof thewasteor rainfallcollectedfrom eachLLLW

generatoror the amountof rainfallcollectedfor a givenevaporatorcampaign,ai is a
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Table 15. LI_W evaporator data, 1986=1988

LLLW sent to Concentrated LLLW

Evaporator evaporators (gad generated (gad .VRF
campaign dates 2A2 A1 2A2 A2

02/25.-05/19 37,549 60,438 1183 5012 15.8
05/19.-08/14 76,565 54,054 3108 2484 23.4
11/03-11/22 39,841 1396 28.5
11/20--12/09 48,080 1122 42.9
12/08-01/17/87 51,737 11,463 1296 1760 20.7

1986 ovelan 25.2

3_9e2
01/16--01/30 32,937 1987 16.6
01/30.-02/17 29,291 1978 14.8
02/1_ 19,974 2101 9.5
02/28-03/29 38,996 1664 23.4
03/23.-06/09 58,267 2100 27.8
06/09-07/05 28,630 2553 11.2
06/22-.08/24 43,243 1260 34.3
08/13.-10/30 73,760 1690 43.6 -
10/30-01/17/88 58,118 1940 30.0

1987 overall 22.2 -

1988
01/17-02/06 43,496 2708 16.1
02/04-03/07 13,428 2528 5.3
03/03-04/06 49,667 1396 35.6
04/05--06/25 39,403 1377 28.6
06/25--08/05 33,258 2730 12.2
08/01.-09/16 19,924 3166 6.3
09/05-11/10 1,279 50,172 1710 30.1
11/07-12/01 35,970 1560 23.1

1988 overall 16.7
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constant which representsthe amount of concentrateproducedfrom the volume of

. dilute LLLW collected from each generatoror unit of rainfallduring the campaign,

and V/_ representsthe volume reductionfactor of each campaign.

" The regressionanalysisprovided the followingmodel:

- I.87vf3s,,+ 0.14 vf3szT,VRF

with
: o.77,

wherepJ'_ is thevolumefractionof the PWTP ion-exchangeeluatesentto the

LLLW system for evaporationand vf3st_ is the volume fractionof waste from the

FPDL present in the dilute LLLW fed to the evaporatorin a given evaporator

campaignrespectively.

The model demonstratesthat of the manygeneratorslisted in Table 4 only the

LLLW collected from two areas, the PWTP and the FPDL, contributessignificantly(at

a 90% confidence limit) to the LLLWconcentrateproduction. The volumes from all

other sources, includingcontributionfrom rainfall,had no significanteffect on

. concentrate productionin the presence of these facilities'generations. It must be

noted, however, that this regressionanalysisonly accountsfor 77% of the variability

present in concentrateproductionfrom each campaignand consequentlydoes not

comprisea model of the system that alone would be adequate for LLLW system

simulationor could accuratelypredictconcentrateproduction.

OperationalVariabmty

Operationalvariabilityalso appears to have a significanteffect on the volume

reductionefficiencyof the LLLWevaporator. Figure 10 shows the relationship

between the VRF and the amount of dilute LLLWfed to the evaporatorin a given

campaign. These data are summarizedin Table 16. As can be discernedfrom Fig. 10,

• as a greater volume of dilute LLLWis processed through the evaporatorin a given

campaign, the VRF for that campaignis increased dramatically.In fact, the observed

• VRFs varyfroma lowof-5.3when 13,428galofdiluteLLLW isprocessedina

campaigntoa highof43.6when 73,760galofdiluteLLLW arefed.
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As was mentioned earlier, the operatingprocedurefor the LLLW evaporatorcalls

for the evaporator to be run until the specific gravityof the LLLW concentrate

reaches a value of -1.25. Also, the evaporatorprocedurespecifies that the
• evaporatoroperate at a constantlevel. The operatingdata indicatethat both of these

spe_:ificationscannot necessarilybe met concurrently. A certain amountof dilute

LLLW feed must be availableto process throughthe evaporatorin a given campaign

to allow concentrationto a specificgravityof 1.25 while maintaininga safe operating

level in the LLLW evaporator. If an insufficientamountof feed is available,then the

evaporatoris run accordingto evaporatorlevel, and the specific gravity target is not

met. In these instances,the volume reductionefficiencyfor that campaignis
decreased.

Over the past 3 years, the LLLWevaporatorbatchsizes have, on average,

decreased. Figure 11 showsthat since 1986 the averagesize of an evaporatorbatch

fell from -75,000 gal to slightlyunder40,000 gai in 1988. Consequently,the average
volume reductionfactorfell from -25 in 1986 to ~ 16 in 1988.

" There are two majorsourcesof VRF variabilityin the operation of the LLLW

evaporator: (1) variabilityin the source of the feed of each evaporatorbatch and

(2) variabilityin the operation of the evaporatoritself. As was demonstratedin Sect.

6.2.1, only two facilities, the FPDL and the PW'IT,are most importantstatisticallyas

LLLW concentrategenerators. Thus, these two generatorsneed to be targeted as

areas for future samplingcampaignsto characterizetheirwaste.

After the wastes are characterized,the potential for source treatmentneeds to be

determined. The potential savingsof LLW concentrate to be realizedby the

eliminationof these areas from the centralLLLWsystem is -6000 gal annually,which
corresponds to a cost savingsof ~ $300,000 per year. The cost savings and volume
reductionassociatedwith the eliminationof this LLW concentrate will need to be

comparedwith the cost and waste productionof potential source treatmentprocesses.

To improvethe operation of the LLLWevaporatorand minimizethe LLLW

concentrateproductionrate, largerevaporatorbatcheswill have to be run. If the
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batch size were to be increased to -55,000 gal of dilute LLLW, a reduction of -5000

. gal of concentrate LLLW could be achieved with a cost savings of -$250,000 annually.

TabU,lCxtJW evaporatordata19S7-19SSIlL III II I II H III I ! IIII] I III I IllllII II I] I I IIIIIm IIII Ill II I III

Total feed of LLLW Volume reduction
Campaign dates to evaporator (gal) factor (VRF)

I I ii illill ii ii iii iiii iii I ii J ii i iiii iii LI Ill III IIII I Ill III Ill I

01/16/87-.01/30/'87 32,937 16.6
01/30/87-02/17/87 29,291 14.8
02/16/87--02f28/87 19,974 9.5
(r2/28/87..03/29/1_7 38,996 23.4
03/23/87--06/09/87 58,267 27.8
06/09/'87.-07/05/87 28,630 11.2
06/22/87-08/24?8'7 43,243 34.3
08/13/87-10/30/87 73,760 43.6
10/30/87-01/17/87 58,118 30.0
01/17/87-02.4)6/87 43,496 16.1
02/04/88-03/07/88 13,428 5.3
03/03/88-04/06/88 49,667 35.6
04/05/88-06/25/88 39,403 28.6
06/25/88-08/05/88 33,258 12.2

" 08/01/88--09/16/°o8 19,924 6.3
09/05/88--11/10/88 51,451 30.1
11/07/88-12/01/88 35,970 23.1

° I
i i I ii iiiii ii i iii iii i i[ i i i

7. LLLW SYSTEM MASS BALANCE

The data obtained from generator interviews, surveys of the ORNL literature, the
i

Liquid Waste Weekly Summary Sheets, and sampling information were entered in the

LLLW database and were analyzed and compiled to obtain a preliminary mass balance

of the LLLW system. Tables 17 and 18, respectively, summarize the nonradioactive

and radioactive components entering the LLLW system. These tables are structured

on the basis of the stream designations shown in Fig. 12. The generators shown in

Fig. 12 and the mass flows summarized in Tables 17 and 18 are intended to represent

expected waste generation rates for 1989 and future years. For example, the waste

production from the REDC is projected based on an increase in target processing due

" to new programs, and the LLLW generated in the Fuel Recycle Division has been
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Table 17. Mmm flow of _ c:ompanen_ In the LLLW _ndom (for stltqmmnumbw_ rehr to FIo. 1_

Slmm# andmme

IA 1B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 11 12
HFIR WC-20 HFIR.WC-20 W-IA WC-2 WC-3 WC-S&6 WC-7 WC-8 WC-g WC-IO WC-tl WC-12 W-t2

138000 80000 218000 73170 4133 880 7270 g80 24400 15300 73200 27000 8180 84350
Nildcacid 452 0.05 452.05 1 t03 6
Sodium_ 1048 284 1332 6 23 7 29 6 113.g 46 75 3471
p_,m_ hydm_ _ _,0eg
pomsk.-._
Polamk_ Cadxmam g686 g686
Potam_ _
Add butym_ 0.82 0.82
AdogenHCI 24 24
_o (pal.m_hm) 7se 76e
2.5-,diixd'ylhydrmlu_ 1.1 1.1
Otsolxol)_Nnzene 24 24
2_hmn_ 46 48
HDEHP_ 151 15t
HCI 146 146 1 t

_ 123 123
nltr4m 0.07 0.07

Merc_ (a).Urm 32 32
Sodiumakmlblmt 115 115
Sodium_ 0.63 0.63
Caick_ _ 18 10 28 10 1 1 1 _ 3 2 10 4 t 1t
__ 3 2 5 2 t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 21
EDTA 1
Ammonk_hydroxide 20O IS

CRdcacid 1
_e, y0_ ke_ 33
Oxa_ add 20O
SuUurousadd
lUleelanOg
SuNudcadd
Acetone
Hydroa.(_ _d

• t " •

II
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Table 17 (continued)

sim_ # md name

13 14 15 16 _ 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

WC-13 WC-14 W-16 W-17&18 WC-lg .301g .3544 ! .2531 .303g .3517 .2026 Tnx:ked Total

WMor 30300 7400 18620 79260 625g0 40430 29610 89500 148750 143100 3820 t7350 1207553
Nlldc acid 50 1 80 29 4000 1900 6622.05

Sodium hydmxide 61 36 38 154 100 2200 255 40 140 5008.9
2091

_ pmm_e 96O61
C_dxma_ O.82

l_M_kJm _e I 24
__ 768
Adogen H_ 1.1
AMSCO (pet. naphtha) 24
2._ 4e
Diso_(:y_oenzeno 151
2-e0_l_oxanol 149
HDEI't_ _ 1 123
HO 0.07
Lithkm_ cNotk_ 3.2
_ nibate 115

-4 Mercury (.) nitrate 0.63
Sodium ak.nlnate
Sodlum thiosul_e 8 5 4 12 19 19 I 2 160
_ carbonate 4 I 2 10 I 36
Magneskml cad)onate 1 1 1 2 I 1 1 2 3 3 I I3
EDTA
Ammonk_ hydroxide I I 230 20 478
Oetergents 1 2 10 1
Alpha_yric acic 111
C_ acid 263
Methyl isobutyt ketone 230 290
Oxalic acid 90 1
Sullumus add 22
Methanol 1
_actd 2 20 4
Acetone 1 3 1

I-I_ acid 1



Toldete. Cudeflowdr_anp(mento IntheLLLWeymtom(ka'elnm. numlx_, rderto FIg.12)

Stnmm # md mme
l:i_dioe_ IA IB I 2 3 4 S 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12

componenl HFIR WC-20 HFIR.WC-20 W-IA WC-2 WC-3 WC-S&6 WC-7 WC.8 WC-g WC-10 WC-11 WC-12 W-12

Ag-110m 0.8
Am-241 1.7 1.7 1.0E-07 O001
Am-242 0.001 0.001
Am-243 0.1 0.1 0.001
C-14
Cf.2S2 0.8 0.8 0.001
Cm-244 782 782 0.001
Cm-2M 02 02
Co-S6 0.001
Co-S8
Co-60 S 5 60E,.06 3
Cr-$1 O001 0.001
Cs-134
Cs-137 0.001 O001 30 SO
Eu-IS2 0,001 0.001 0.001
Eu-IS4 0001 0.001 G001
Eu-?SS
Fe-SS 0.001
Fe-Sg 0.001

; C,d-153 0.001

.. H-3 0.00012
S-12S 00012
1-12g 3
Ir-192 3
MFP 42000 420(0)
Mn-54 0001 0,001
Ni-63 0.001
Pm-147 3
Pu-23e 0001
Pu-239 0.001 0.001
Pu-242
Ra-226
Ru-106
Sr-eS
st-g0 0.000012 30
Ta-182 0001 0 001 1.0E-OT
Tc-gsm
Tc-gg 3
Th-228
Th-_;32 O001
U-233 0.001
U-234 0001
U-23S 0001 0.001
U-238 O001
W-188
Zr-g5
mixedPu 0.5 0.5
other Cf 0.001 0001
other Cm 0001 0 001



T,t_ 18(emmnued)
Stnmm # md mmne

Radloac_ 13 14 15 16 17 t8 lg 20 '21 22 23 " 24 25

oomponml WC-13 WC-14 W-16 W-lT&18 WC-19 Bldg.301g _ 3544F Bk_. 2531 _ 3030 BIdQ.3517 _ 2026 Tmclk_l Total

AQ-I10m O.S
Am-241 0.001 1.702
Am-242 0,001
Am-243 0.001 0.102
C-14 0.001 0.001
C_-2S2 0+801
Cm-244 78201
Cm-246 02
Co.-G6 0.001
Co-58 0.001 0.001
Co-60 0.011 O001 0.00011 0.012 8,024116
Cr-51 0.001
Cs-134 0.001 0.06 0.001 0.052
C_137 0.001 0.1 0.001 0.001 0.0091 0.0025 15000 0.004 IG080.72
Eu-152 0.001 0.001 0,00034 0.0032 0.007S4
Eu-lS4 0.001 0.00014 0.0019 0.00504
Eu-ISS 0000031 0.00062 0.000651
Fe-S5 0.001
Fe-59 0.001 0.002
Gd-153 0.001
H-3 0.001 0.00012 0.00124

J_ k12S 0.0012
_D 1-129 3

Ir-192 3
MFP 42OOO
Mn-S4 0.001 0.001 0.003
Ni,63 0.001
Pm-147 3
Pu-238 0.001 0.O02
Pu..239 0.001 0.O03
Pu-242 0.001 0,001
1_-226 0.001 0001 0,002
Ru-106 3 3
Sr.85 0 001 0.001
St-90 0.001 O001 0.001 20000 20030
Ta-182 100E-03
Tc-gGm 0.001 0.001
Tc-99 0001 3.001
Th-228 0 0012 0.0012
Th-232 22E-06 0,001002
U-233 0,001 g.6 9.602
U-234 0.001
U-235 0,001 0.OO3
U-238 0,001 0,000034 0.00067 1.0E-06 0 002705
W-188 0 0012 0,0012
Zr-9$ 0000088 0.0000N
mixed Pu 0S
other Cf 0.001
other Cm 0.001
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eliminated since that waste in no longer collected in the ORNL LLLW system.

Inactive tanks not directly contributing waste to the active LLLW CAT System and thedt

LLLW contained in Tank W-21 (PWTP concentrate) are not part of this analysis.

• The results of this mass balance compare favorably with previous analytical data

obtained concerning the LLLW system; however, further sampling of the LLLW system

will be required to verify the mass balance.

The LLLW system data indicate that there are currently or will be in FY 1990

three primarycontributors of dissolved solids to the LLLW system; they are the

PWTt', the FPDL, and the REDC. The PWTP and FPDL are the primary generators

of nitrated waste, and the REDC is the primary generator of potassium carbonate

" collected in the LLLW system. These results are of particular interest since it is the

dissolved solids content that primarilydetermines the VRF of each evaporator batch.

This result compares very well with the results presented in Chap. 5.

The data presented in Table 18 indicate that the primary generators of

radionuclides entering the LLLW system are, again, the REDC and the FPDI.. While

small amounts of radionuclides are generated from almost every area connected to the
w

LLLW system, over 99% of all of the radionuclides entering the LLLW system are

. generated at either the REDC or the FPDL Also, the majority of the transuranic

isotopes discharged to the LLLW system are generated at the REDC facility.

These data will serve as the basis to develop a long-term LLLW treatment

process, to perform analyses of possible source treatment options, and to determine

sampling points in the LLLW system for characterization efforts.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 13 is a summary of the present status of the LLLW database, that is, the data

that have been collected to date and those that are currently being obtained. It also

indicates general data needed to finalize an analysis of the LLLW system. The

database is complete with respect to the following general categories:

1. generator LLLW volume production since 1986,

• 2. generator facility descriptions,
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3. charge-back information,

4. general LLLW system information pertaining to the physical system,

5. evaporator campaign data, and

6. LLLW concentrate volumes.

Analysis of these limited data has provided the following conclusions:

1. There are two generators that primarily affect the VRF of the evaporator: the

PWTP and the FPDL. As new programs develop, the REDC will become a

primary contributor to concentrate production.

2. A significant portion of the variabilityobserved in the VRF from evaporator batch

to evaporator batch can be attributed to operational effects.

3. Rainfall contributions account for -20% of the I.J.LW collections.

4. There are two primary generators of the radionuclides collected by the LLLW

system: the REDC and the FPDL

5. A working mass balance of the LLLW system has been completed.

Analytical data from the major LLLW generators and certain critical areas of the

IXJ_W system are required before the systems analysis can be completed. Sampling of

the primary generators and of the evaporator feed tank, W-22, is nece_ary to validate

the mass balance completed in this study. Based on results of the systems analyses to

date, sampling of the REDC waste to determine the specifics of their mixed fission

products stream and sampling of the FPDL when cesium and strontium production

runs are being made should have top priority. Tank W-22 should be sampled routinely

so that the feed to the evaporator can be well characterized and the efficiency of the

evaporation process can be monitored.

Once the waste streams from the major generators are well characterized, the

feasibility of source treatment at each of the major generators needs to be determined.

For this work to be done effectively, a thorough understanding of each process must

be gained, and development work will need to be completed in conjunction with the

generator.

t.
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Future work will entail the following activities:

8

1. Completion of the menu-driven, user friendly database. The database will be

designed so that a general understanding of personal computer operation will allow

ready access to all LLLW system data.

2. The LLLW system will be optimized with respect to source treatment vs a central

treatment system. To do this analysis, an estimate of the Low-Level Waste

Disposal Development and Demonstration Facility (LLWDDD) Class I and H

disposal limits will be required.

3. A flowsheet for centralized LLLW treatment will be developed.

4. If funding becomes available, work is planned with the major generators to explore

the different source treatment options available for their use.
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